
MODEL : CGMRSF16HS01R

STAND FAN

CAUTION
Read Rules for Safe Operation and Instructions Carefully. 

WARNING
1. Do not leave the fan running unattended.
2. Keep electrical appliances out of reach from Children or in�rm persons. Do not let them use the appliances
     without supervision.
3. Ensure that the fan is switched o� from the supply mains before removing the guard.
4. f the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by manufacturer or its service agent or a similarly
     quali�ed person in order to avoid a hazard.
5. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or
    mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction
   concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
6. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the applianc

RULES FOR SAFE OPERATION
1. Never insert �ngers, pencils, or any other object through the grille when fan is running.
2. Disconnect fan when moving from one location to another.
3. Disconnect fan when removing grilles for cleaning.
4. Be sure fan is on a stable surface when operating to avoid overturning.
5. The number of the casters on the chassis to install extrusion lock 
6. DO NOT use fan in window. Rain may create electrical hazard.
7. Indoor use only.

COLUMN ASSEMBLY
1. Aim the column tube slot chassis center with the chassis nut hand carry lock.
2. Unscrew / take out height adjustment ring.
3. Slide stand ornament down the column to rest on stand.
4. Pull out the extension pipe and screw / fasten the height adjustment ring back.

CAUTION
Height adjustment ring must be fully fastened before the assembly  of the motor section to the stand.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Unscrew the spinner clockwise and the nut counter- clockwise  to remove both of them. 
2. Set the rear guard in the proper position with handle up. 
3. Screw on plastic nut tightly to attach rear guard.
4. Discard plastic sleeve on motor shaft.
5. Install the fan blade onto the motor shaft until it reaches the retaining pin.
6. Screw spinner onto motor shaft counter clockwise to blade.
7. Unscrew the locking screw mounted on the rear grille. Mount front grille onto rear guard with the
    small round holes on the top matched for the passage of locking screw. Fix both grilles with clips and
    then use screwdriver to tighten the locking screw.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Remote Controller Operation 
OFF KEY
      Press this key if the fan need switch o�.
MODE KEY
       This key is a selector key for wind type, The wind type changes in the sequence from
        NORMAL—NATURAL—SLEEP
TIMER KEY

This key is touched repeatedly or in pressed state. The time to be set for air delivery increased step by step of each half
an hour and sums to 7.5 hours in 15 steps.
Do not press the timer key when the fan will be required to operate continuously. At the moment all LED don’t light.

OSC KEY
       This key serves to start or stop the fan oscillation.
ON/SPEED KEY
This key is for switching on the fan. The fan is started at medium speed up to the rotation, after 2 seconds it will
automatically over to the low step.
After the fan has started, this key serves as a speed selector in the sequence from LOW—MEDIUM—HIGH—LOW

Remote Controller
The keys of remote controller may use as same as manual control switches, the functions of them are as same as
control panels.

CLEANING 
Be sure to unplug from the electrical supply source before cleaning.
Plastic parts should be cleaned with a soft cloth moisten with mild soap. Thoroughly remove soap �lm with dry cloth.

DISPOSAL
Do not dispose of electrical appliances as unsorted municipal waste, use separate collection facilities. Contact your local
government for information regarding the collection systems available. If electrical appliances are disposed of in land�lls
or dumps, hazardous substances can leak into the groundwater and get into the food chain, damaging your health and
well-being.


